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Abstract: Experimental studies have shown the possible production of hydrogen through photocatalytic water splitting using metal oxide (MOy ) nanoparticles attached to an anatase TiO2 surface. In
this work, we performed density functional theory (DFT) calculations to provide a detailed description of the stability and geometry of Mx Oy clusters M = Cu, Ni, Co, Fe and Mn, x = 1–5, and y = 0–5
on the anatase TiO2 (101) surface. It is found that unsaturated 2-fold-coordinated O-sites may serve
as nucleation centers for the growth of metal clusters. The formation energy of Ni-containing clusters
on the anatase surface is larger than for other M clusters. In addition, the Nin adsorption energy
increases with cluster size n, which makes the formation of bigger Ni clusters plausible as confirmed
by transition electron microscopy images. Another particularity for Ni-containing clusters is that
the adsorption energy per atom gets larger when the O-content is reduced, while for other M atoms
it remains almost constant or, as for Mn, even decreases. This trend is in line with experimental
results. Also provided is a discussion of the oxidation states of M5 Oy clusters based on their magnetic
moments and Bader charges and their possible reduction with oxygen depletion.
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1. Introduction
The over-exploitation of the fossil energies leads to a significant increase of CO2 in
the atmosphere, resulting in severe climate problems. It is therefore absolutely necessary
to replace them by alternative energy sources. When using sun light as energy source,
however, materials with specialized properties are necessary, and TiO2 is such a versatile
material that has numerous applications in catalysis, photocatalysis, and solar energy [1].
TiO2 crystallizes in three major different structures: rutile (tetragonal), anatase (tetragonal)
and brookite (rhombohedral). Other structures exist as well, as for example cotunnite, that
has been synthesized at high pressures and is one of the hardest polycrystalline materials
known. However, only rutile and anatase play an important role in the applications of
TiO2 . A well-suited model compound for photocatalytic water splitting is anatase. It has a
slightly larger band gap than rutile (∼3.0 eV for rutile and ∼3.2 eV for anatase) [2–6] and
shows better performance [7], since it also has a longer electron-hole pair life time, which
makes anatase more suitable for photocatalytic applications [8]. To improve the water
splitting photocatalyst activity, the use of co-catalysts is necessary and the most widely
used are Pt and Pd for photocatalytic reduction, and IrO2 and RuO2 for the oxidation of
water. However, these are expensive materials based on rare noble metals. To achieve
large-scale industrial applications of photocatalytic water splitting, the development of
new co-catalysts based on cheap and widely available elements remains an important issue.
With regard to novel abundant co-catalysts for photocatalytic water splitting, research
efforts focus on 3d transition metals (M) oxides, which are known for their excellent catalytic
properties and applications in industry, research and nature.
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Recently, small clusters of M oxides were produced by deposition of M-acetylacetonate
precursors on TiO2 and subsequent calcination in air. In particular, the Ni (and Cu)
nanoparticles showed pronounced activities for water splitting, but little is known about
the atomic structure of these nanoparticles [9]. This inspired the present work, where
we used density functional theory (DFT) [10,11] to study possible adsorption sites of a
3d transition metal atom (Cu, Ni, Co, Fe, and Mn), which can be the nucleation sites for
bigger M clusters (2 to 5 atoms) or M oxides clusters on TiO2 (101) anatase, the lowestenergy surface of anatase [12]. There are a couple of previous theoretical works on the
M adsorption on anatase, studying single M atom adsorption and diffusion [13], or the
adsorption of small Ni [14] or Cu and Cu-oxide [15,16] clusters. A nice review related to
this topic is given by Zhou and Dong [17]. However, note that most of these calculations
used a generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in DFT for the correlated 3d electrons,
which may not be accurate enough.
2. Methods
Spin-polarized DFT calculations of the adsorption of Mx Oy clusters (M = Cu, Ni, Co, Fe
or Mn, x = 1, 2, 3, 5, and y = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) on the TiO2 (101) surface were performed using
the full-potential augmented plane wave plus local orbitals method [18,19] as implemented
in the WIEN2k code [20,21]. We employed the PBEsol exchange-correlation functional [22],
which is a GGA and yields lattice parameters of bulk anatase TiO2 , a = b = 3.77 Å and
c = 9.54 Å that are in good agreement with experimental data [23]. In order to treat
the correlated 3d electrons of the M atoms a Hubbard U correction was used [24]. We
used Ueff = U − J of 5 eV for Cu, Ni, and Co and 4 eV for Mn and Fe. These values are
deliberately chosen smaller than what is typically used in strongly correlated oxides, since
in our case also less ionic (metallic) clusters were investigated and the correlation may not
be always so strong. We note that small changes of Ue f f would not affect our basic results
and conclusions.
The (101) surface was modeled by a symmetric slab with a thickness of three layers
of TiO2 (see Figure 1, where only one layer is shown for better visibility) and a vacuum
region of 16 Å between the slabs. In order to reduce the interactions between the adsorbed
clusters in neighboring cells a 3 × 1 supercell was used for all surfaces with adsorbed M
atoms. Moreover, such a supercell is also helpful to release the interfacial strain energy
and find more stable configurations. A 2 × 2 × 1 Γ-centered mesh of k-points is used
during relaxation (a 5 × 4 × 1 mesh for the final results) and a basis-set size corresponding
min
to Rmin
MT Kmax = 7, where RMT is the smallest atomic sphere radius and Kmax the largest
reciprocal lattice vector, was used. All surface models were relaxed until all residual forces
were below 1 mRy/bohr.
Consistent RMT and Rmin
MT Kmax values have been used for calculating the adsorption
energy Eads of clusters on anatase surface, which is defined as
Eads

=

1
1
[ E(TiO2 (101)) + xE(M) + y E(O2 )
x+y
2
− E(Mx Oy /TiO2 (101))],

(1)

where E(M) and E(O2 ) are the total energies of the free M atom and an O2 molecule,
and E(TiO2 (101)) is for the bare TiO2 (101) surface. Bader’s quantum theory of atoms in
molecules [25] was used to calculate the atomic magnetic moments and charges.
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Figure 1. Side and top views of the top-most layer of the TiO2 (101) surface (in the 3 × 1 supercell)
with a single adsorbed Ni atom (middle) and two Ni atoms (right structure). Red, blue and gray
spheres correspond to O, Ti and Ni atoms, respectively. Selected Ni-O bond distances (in Å) are also
given. O3c and O3c0 are threefold coordinated oxygen with two Ti6c and one Ti5c , and two Ti5c and
one Ti6c nearest neighbors, respectively.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Perfect Anatase TiO2 (101) Surface
As shown in Figure 1, the anatase TiO2 (101) surface has a stepped structure. Threefold
coordinated O atoms (O3c and O3c0 ) and sixfold coordinated Ti atoms (Ti6c ) are fully
saturated and have bulk-like coordination, whereas the twofold O2c and fivefold Ti5c
atoms are under-coordinated. The O2c atoms are located at the ridges of the saw-tooth-like
structure, and after optimization they relax inwards by ∼0.16 Å with respect to bulk TiO2 .
The three-fold coordinated O3c and O3c0 atoms relax outwards by ∼0.07 Å, while the Ti5c
and Ti6c atoms relax inwards by ∼0.15 Å and ∼0.16 Å respectively, so that the surface
exhibits a slightly buckled structure.
3.2. Pure Metal Clusters on the Anatase TiO2 (101) Surface
Upon calcination of the M-acetylacetonate precursors, single M atoms may adsorb,
diffuse and form larger clusters and finally oxidize on the surface. It is thus natural to
study as a first step the possible adsorption sites of a single M atom or a small cluster. We
have considered several possible initial configurations of the adsorbed metal atoms and
clusters Mx with x = 1, 2, 3, and 5. The most stable structures, which are the same for all M
(Cu, Ni, Co, Fe or Mn), are presented in Figures 1–3 in the case of Ni clusters with x = 1, 2
and 5. The nearest-neighbor distances are shown in Table 1, while the adsorption energy
Eads and magnetic moment are available in Table 2.

Figure 2. Side and top views of the top-most layer of the TiO2 (101) surface with an adsorbed Ni5
cluster in a chain-like structure. The color coding is as in Figure 1.
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Figure 3. Side view of the starting (left) and relaxed structures of Ni5 (middle) and Fe5 clusters
(right) adsorbed on the TiO2 (101) surface in a crystalline structure. The color coding is as in Figure 1.
Table 1. Shortest M-O bonds (in Å) between a M atom (of the pure metal clusters adsorbed on the TiO2 (101) surface) and
O atoms (O2c and O3c ) of TiO2 . M5 (1) and M5 (2) refer to chain-like and crystalline structures, respectively, and Mn5 (2a)
corresponds to a bcc like structure with antiferromagnetic configuration. The results for different M atoms are separated by
semi-colons. “(2)” means two bonds of same length.

MO Bulk

MO2c at the Surface

M-O3c at the Surface

TiO2 -Cu
TiO2 -Cu2
TiO2 -Cu3
TiO2 -Cu5 (1)
TiO2 -Cu5 (2)

(CuO)1.97/(Cu2 O)1.86

1.87(2)
(1.88, 1.89); (1.88, 1.89)
1.90(2); 1.90(2); 1.90(2)
1.97; 2.11; (2.09, 2.10); (2.04, 2.15); 2.83
1.86; -; -; 2.94; 1.86

2.33, 2.47
(2.34, 2.52); (2.34, 2.52)
(2.28, 2.46); (2.28, 2.46); (2.29, 2.46)
(2.81, 2.71); (2.31, 2.90); 2.30; 2.42; -; -; -; 2.00; 2.75

TiO2 -Ni
TiO2 -Ni2
TiO2 -Ni3
TiO2 -Ni5 (1)
TiO2 -Ni5 (2)

2.08

1.84(2)
(1.91, 1.92); (1.91, 1.92)
1.89(2); 1.89(2); 1.89(2)
2.02; 1.99; (2.04, 2.22); (2.13, 2.46); 2.86
(1.96, 1.94); 2.13; 1.98; -; 2.07

2.37, 2.38
(2.04, 2.16); (2.04, 2.16)
(2.02, 2.31); (2.02, 2.31); (2.02, 2.31)
2.04; 2.75; 2.10; 2.04; 2.05
(2.04, 2.16); -; -; 2.01; 2.07

TiO2 -Co
TiO2 -Co2
TiO2 -Co3
TiO2 -Co5 (1)
TiO2 -Co5 (2)

2.13

1.89(2)
1.97(2); (1.88, 1.89)
(1.99, 2.00); (2.03, 1.91); (1.90, 2.02)
2.08; 2.30; (2.06, 2.09); (2.03, 2.06); 2.06
2.02; -; 1.91; 2.90; 2.07

2.03, 2.71
(2.03, 2.04); (2.03, 2.76)
(2.05, 2.09); (2.04, 2.12); (2.04, 2.29)
(2.15, 2.30); 2.04; 2.13; 2.15; 2.86
2.09; -; -; 1.96; 2.19

TiO2 -Fe
TiO2 -Fe2
TiO2 -Fe3
TiO2 -Fe5 (1)
TiO2 -Fe5 (2)

2.16

1.89(2)
(1.88, 1.91); (1.88, 1.91)
1.88(2); 1.88(2); 1.88(2)
2.03; 2.09; (2.00, 2.09); (2.05, 2.15); 2.98
(2.06, 2.05); 2.04; 2.04; 2.22; 2.25

2.08, 2.23
(2.10, 2.11); (2.10, 2.11)
(2.11, 2.14); (2.11, 2.14); (2.11, 2.14)
(2.21, 2.25); 2.09; 2.14; 2.06; 2.02
(2.14, 2.04); -; -; 2.11; 2.08

TiO2 -Mn
TiO2 -Mn2
TiO2 -Mn3
TiO2 -Mn5 (1)
TiO2 -Mn5 (2)
TiO2 -Mn5 (2a)

2.22

1.93(2)
1.94(2); 1.94(2)
(1.91, 1.92); (1.92, 1.93); (1.92, 1.93)
2.17; 2.19; (2.03, 2.08); (2.10, 2.03); 3.27
(2.02, 2.02); 2.08; 2.08; 2.17; 2.18
(2.14, 2.15); 2.09; 2.09; 2.07; 2.07

2.14, 2.30
(2.11, 2.28); (2.11, 2.28)
(2.16, 2.30); (2.16, 2.27); (2.16, 2.27)
2.12; 2.13; 2.16; 2.16; 2.07
(2.03, 2.04); -; -; 2.09
2.15; -; -; 2.15; 2.16

A single adsorbed M atom prefers to adsorb at the bridge site between two unsaturated
oxygens (O2c ) atoms, similar as found in previous studies [13,14]. The corresponding M-O
bond length (it is the shortest for Ni, 1.84 Å) follows in general the trend found in the bulk
M oxides (except for the Cu-O and Ni-O distances, which are interchanged), but in all
cases is much shorter (and therefore indicates a stronger bonding) than in the bulk MO
(e.g., 2.08 Å in NiO). The particular short bond distance for Ni goes hand in hand with
the O2c -Ni-O2c bond angle, which reaches 177◦ and forms a nearly linear bond, while for
the other metals this varies from 167◦ (Fe) to 150◦ (Co). On the other hand the two larger
M-O3c bond distances are also almost equal (but very large) for Ni, but for all other M form
a short and long bond in an asymmetric position (see Table 1). All M atoms except Cu
possess a magnetic moment (see Table 2), where as expected Mn has the largest moment,
while it is the smallest for Ni. It should be noted that PBEsol without U would lead to a
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non-magnetic Ni atom and the moments for the other M would be smaller but still sizeable.
The adsorption energy on the TiO2 (101) surface (Table 2) is the largest for Ni (3.46 eV)
and the smallest for Cu (2.24 eV). Comparing our results with literature the adsorption
energy of Ni is 0.4 eV larger than in references [13,14] and the Ni position is symmetric
with respect to the O3c atoms. On the other hand, our calculated adsorption energy for
Fe is 0.7 eV smaller than that in reference [13], while it agrees well for Cu and Co. These
differences could arise due to the neglect in references [13,14] of a Hubbard U correction
for the M atom or the use of pseudopotentials.
Table 2. Adsorption energy (in eV/atom) and atomic magnetic moment (in µB ) for pure metal clusters
adsorbed on the TiO2 (101) surface. M5 (1) and M5 (2) refer to the chain-like and crystalline structures,
respectively, and Mn5 (2a) corresponds to the bcc structure with antiferromagnetic configuration.
The cohesive energies for bulk MO are 2.75, 4.20, 3.72, 3.41, and 3.34 eV for Cu, Ni, Co, Fe, and Mn,
respectively.

Solid

Eads

Magnetic Moment

TiO2 -Cu
TiO2 -Cu2
TiO2 -Cu3
TiO2 -Cu5 (1)
TiO2 -Cu5 (2)

2.24
2.08
1.99
1.90
2.26

0
0
0
0
0

TiO2 -Ni
TiO2 -Ni2
TiO2 -Ni3
TiO2 -Ni5 (1)
TiO2 -Ni5 (2)

3.46
4.11
3.94
3.68
4.49

0.25
0.97(2)
0.98(3)
1.66; 1.08; 1.31; 1.11; 1.35
−0.97; 1.22; 0.74; −1.10; 0.87

TiO2 -Co
TiO2 -Co2
TiO2 -Co3
TiO2 -Co5 (1)
TiO2 -Co5 (2)

3.19
3.04
3.00
2.73
2.87

2.12
2.12; 2.11
2.15; 2.28; 2.28
2.03; 2.53; 2.52; 2.18; 2.44
2.34; 2.00; 2.66; 1.96; 2.04

TiO2 -Fe
TiO2 -Fe2
TiO2 -Fe3
TiO2 -Fe5 (1)
TiO2 -Fe5 (2)

2.71
2.57
2.48
2.18
2.03

3.61
3.51; 3.50
3.52(3)
3.62; 3.79; 3.64; 3.48; 3.71
3.00; 3.75; 3.72; 3.58; 3.57

TiO2 -Mn
TiO2 -Mn2
TiO2 -Mn3
TiO2 -Mn5 (1)
TiO2 -Mn5 (2)
TiO2 -Mn5 (2a)

2.40
2.19
2.08
1.78
1.10
1.44

4.66
4.66(2)
4.61; 4.61; 4.63
4.90; 4.94; 4.66; 4.66; 4.83
0.45; 5.00; 4.99; 4.57; 4.57
4.90; −5.04; 5.03; −4.73; −4.73

If 2 or 3 M atoms are adsorbed on the surface, the most stable structures are still
obtained when the M atoms sit at the O2c bridge sites (the structure on the right side
in Figure 1 shows 2 M atoms adsorbed on the surface), very similar to a single atom
adsorption. Interestingly, for all M atoms except Ni the adsorption energy per M atom
decreases slightly (Figure 4 and Table 2). For Ni it increases by 0.65 eV. The reason seems
to be that the Ni atom is smaller than the others and an almost linear chain fits perfectly
for Ni but not in the other cases, where this additional strain reduces Eads slightly. Most
magnetic moments remain unchanged, except for Ni, where it increases to 0.97/0.98 µ B . In
our 3 × 1 supercell, 3 M atoms form an infinite linear chain of M-O2c pairs.
For 5 adsorbed M atoms, we tried several different starting structures in the 3 × 1
supercell. The most promising structures are based on the chain-like structure with 2
additional atoms (labelled M5 (1), see Figure 2) or a structure with a more “crystalline type”
nucleated on a single M bridge atom (labelled M5 (2), see Figure 3). The additional 2 atoms
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“destroy” the symmetric chain-like 3-atom structure above the O2c atoms forming a quite
irregular array of M atoms with bonds to O2c , O3c and O3c0 atoms. Still this structure seems
to be the most stable for Fe and Mn although Eads is smaller than for less M atoms. The
crystalline M5 (2) structures behave very differently for the bcc metals Mn and Fe and the
fcc metals Co, Ni and Cu. While for the former the cluster structure stays basically close to
the starting one and form a “bcc” like cluster (Figure 3), for the latter the cluster rearranges
and can be considered as a nucleus for an fcc like cluster. In fact, their Eads is larger than for
the corresponding chain-like M5 (1) structures and for Ni and Cu even the highest within
the series.

Figure 4. Adsorption energy (in eV/atom) for different metal clusters Mx . M5 (1) and M5 (2) correspond to chain-like and crystalline structures, respectively.

For Mn5 in a crystalline bcc structure, we also started from different antiferromagnetic
configurations (labelled Mn5 (2a)), but the adsorption energies were not much larger than
in the ferromagnetic case.
The partial density of states (PDOS) for the TiO2 (101) surface and for the energetically
most favorable configuration of one metal atom on the surface are shown in Figure 5. For
the TiO2 (101) surface, both the valance band maximum (VBM) and the conduction band
minimum (CBM) are composed of a mixture of O-2p and Ti-3d states, with the CBM having
mostly 3d character while the VBM has more O-2p character, which indicates a mixed ionic
and covalent bonding. After adsorption of a M atom on the anatase TiO2 (101) surface, the
Fermi level moves to the conduction band and the system becomes formally metallic. In
the case of adsorbed Cu and Ni atoms, almost all the d states of Cu/Ni are concentrated in
the band gap below the Fermi energy, and they slightly hybridize with the O-p and Ti-d
states of the Ti and O atoms which are the closest to the Cu/Ni atom. With an adsorbed
Co, Fe, or Mn atom the d states are not only in the band gap but also show a peak at the
VBM for spin-up and inside the conduction band for spin-down states.
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Figure 5. PDOS for (a) the bare TiO2 (101) surface and (b–f) for one metal atom adsorbed on the TiO2 (101) surface. The
Fermi level is indicated by a vertical dashed line. All Ti and O PDOS are from surface atoms. The d partial DOS of the
metals are scaled down by a factor of 3. The plots are aligned at the TiO2 CBM and the Fermi energy is set at 0 eV.

3.3. Mx Oy on the Anatase TiO2 (101) Surface
Turning now to the adsorption of metal-oxides clusters Mx Oy on the anatase TiO2 (101)
surface, several 2D and 3D (starting) configurations among the numerous possible ones
were considered. Some of the most stable structures are shown in Figures 6 and 7, and the
adsorption energies are shown in Table 3 for the Nix Oy clusters. It can be seen that Eads is
almost constant with the increase of cluster size indicating that bigger Ni clusters can easily
be formed on the anatase TiO2 (101) surface, which is in agreement with the experimental
result [9]. The most favorable structure is Ni10 O9 with a NaCl like structure (shown in
Figure 7).
It was found experimentally [9] that the oxidation state of the M atoms changed after
a hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) experiment. In order to study the M oxidation state
theoretically, we started from the chain-like M5 clusters (Figure 6) and added oxygen atoms
systematically until a fully oxidized M cluster has been obtained. Figure 8 compares the
adsorption energy of different M5 Oy M oxide clusters on the surface and also includes for
comparison the cohesive energy of the bulk pure metals and bulk metal monoxides. It can
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be seen that, among all metal-oxide clusters, Nix Oy have the highest adsorption energy.
All adsorption energies are lower than the cohesive energies of the corresponding bulk
monoxide and the pure bulk metal. Thus they form non-crystalline clusters on the surface.
It can be seen that Ni clusters are a bit more stable with less oxygen, while for the other
metals the adsorption energy remains almost constant, or, in particular for Mn, is reduced
with less oxygen. This is in agreement with experimental transition electron microscopy
(TEM) results [9], where cluster formation was seen in particular for Ni. In addition, XPS on
calcinated NiOx -TiO2 samples shows mainly Ni2+ , but after HER experiments a substantial
increase of Ni0 compared to Ni2+ appears. On the other hand, XPS on MnOx -TiO2 samples
shows only Mn2+ , even after the HER experiments.

Figure 6. Top view of the Ni5 cluster (left) and, top and side view of Ni5 O5 cluster (middle and right)
adsorbed on TiO2 (101) surface in chain-like structure. Red, blue, gray and green spheres correspond
to O, Ti, Ni and added O, respectively. From Ni5 to Ni5 O5 , the O atoms are added in the order Oa ,
Ob , Oc , Od and Oe .

Figure 7. Ni10 O9 cluster with a NaCl-like structure adsorbed on the TiO2 (101) surface. The color
coding is as in Figure 6.

Theoretically, the oxidation state is more difficult to estimate. One can use for instance
Bader’s method [26], which uses the electron density to calculate the gradient vector field
and searches for surfaces of zero flux. The charge enclosed within this zero flux surface
(basin) can be used to define the total electronic charge of an atom. It must be mentioned
that one never gets the full nominal charges, but these Bader charges are always smaller
than anticipated. In addition, in particular for open structures like surfaces, these charges
may sometimes correlate more with the specific geometry and the distances and number of
other atoms around the M atom. For transition-metal atoms, the magnetic moment can also
be a good indication of the charge state in some cases. For instance, only Cu2+ ions possess
a magnetic moment, while both Cu+ and neutral Cu are non-magnetic. Similarly, one
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can quite well distinguish, e.g., Fe2+ and Fe3+ based on their smaller or larger magnetic
moments (provided they remain in high-spin states). The magnetic moments and the Bader
charges of each atom in M5 Oy clusters are shown in bar charts in Figures 9 and 10. The
largest magnetic moments for each M atom increase as expected from 0.6 µ B for Cu2+
to 1.6, 2.6, 3.7 and 4.9 µ B in the series Ni, Co, Fe and Mn. This is due to the number of
spin-down 3d electrons that gets reduced when dealing with high-spin states and fully
occupied spin-up states.

Figure 8. Adsorption energy (in eV/atom) of Mx Oy clusters on the TiO2 (101) surface. Also shown is
the cohesive energy of bulk MO (left-most data) and bulk M (right-most data).
Table 3. Adsorption energy (in eV/atom) of Nix Oy clusters on TiO2 (101) surface. The largest values
are in bold.

Cluster

Eads

NiO(1)
NiO(2)
NiO(3)
NiO(4)

3.55
3.14
3.19
3.14

Ni2 O2 (1)
Ni2 O2 (2)
Ni2 O2 (3)

3.07
2.59
3.58

Ni3 O3 (1)
Ni3 O3 (2)
Ni3 O3 (3)
Ni3 O3 (4)

3.32
3.17
2.75
3.51

Ni4 O4 (1)
Ni4 O4 (2)

3.42
2.87

Ni5 O5

3.35

Ni10 O9

3.63
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For the charge state of Cu clusters, both methods mentioned above give quite reliable
results. Bader charges of about one and magnetic moments of 0.6 µ B indicate Cu2+ , while
Bader charges of 0.6 indicate Cu+ and even smaller Bader charges neutral Cu, both with
vanishing magnetic moments. Apparently, in the fully oxidized cluster all Cu are in the 2+
charge state, while removal of an Oe atom (see Figure 6) leads to a drastic reduction of the
charge state of the neighboring Cu4 and Cu5 atoms.
For Ni, however, the situation is more complicated. Even in the fully oxidized cluster
some Ni moments are completely quenched because the Ni-O bond length (1.77 Å) is
for these Ni atoms much smaller than for the magnetic ions (1.97 Å) and it is difficult to
estimate the charge states based on the magnetic moment. On the other hand the Bader
charges show a very systematic decrease with oxygen removal, and the experimentally
observed increase of neutral Ni correlates reasonably with these Bader charges. Going to
the extreme case of Mn, the magnetic moments stay almost constant around 5 µ B indicative
of Mn2+ in a high-spin state in agreement with experiment. The Bader charges are less
convincing, but nevertheless they never indicate a neutral charge state of a Mn atom.
In order to get more information about the electronic structure, the PDOS of various
Ni-O clusters is shown in Figure 11. For a Ni5 cluster (Figure 11b) we see a wide range of
Ni-d states within the gap of TiO2 , but also some spin-up states mixed into the O-2p valence
band and some spin-down states in the empty conduction band, indicating the different
bonding situation of the different Ni atoms. Upon oxidation a more pronounced formation
of upper and lower Hubbard bands can be seen and the remaining Ni-d states in the gap
sharpen until for the Ni10 O9 cluster (Figure 11f) quite sharp Ni-d states of (distorted) eg
and t2g character appear similar as in bulk NiO.

Figure 9. Atomic magnetic moments (in µB ) of M atoms in Mx Oy clusters adsorbed on TiO2 (101) surface.
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Figure 10. Bader charges of M atoms in Mx Oy clusters adsorbed on TiO2 (101) surface.

Figure 11. PDOS for (a) the bare anatase TiO2 (101) surface, showing the surface atoms and the bulk-layer states, (b) Ni5 ,
(c) Ni5 O, (d) Ni5 O3 , (e) Ni5 O5 clusters in chain-like structures and (f) a Ni10 O9 cluster with NaCl-like structure adsorbed on
the surface. All Ti and O PDOS are from surface atoms only. The Ni PDOS is shaded. The plots are aligned at the TiO2 CBM
and the Fermi energy is set at 0 eV.
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4. Summary and Conclusions
Spin-polarized DFT calculations were carried out to investigate possible stable structures of five different transition metal clusters, namely Cu, Ni, Co, Fe and Mn adsorbed on
the anatase TiO2 (101) surface. The adsorption site for single atoms is in all cases the bridge
site between two unsaturated oxygen (O2c ) atoms. We found that among all tested metals
Ni has the largest adsorption energy, and for all metals except Ni the adsorption energies
decrease with increased number of adsorbed atoms, so that probably only Ni prefers to
form bigger clusters on the TiO2 surface in agreement with experimental TEM results [9].
Clusters with five M atoms can form either a fcc-like structure (Cu, Ni, Co) or still remain
in a chain-like structure (Fe, Mn) as is common for smaller clusters.
We also studied several oxidized metals clusters Mx Oy , and in order to get more
information on the charge state of the M atom a systematic study of M5 Oy (y = 0–5) clusters
on the TiO2 (101) surface was made. We found that Ni forms more stable structures with
reduced oxidation, while for the other metals the adsorption energy is almost constant or
is reduced. An analysis of the Bader charges and magnetic moments allows to reveal the
corresponding charges of the M atoms, and we found, in agreement with the experimental
results [9], that Ni can be more easily reduced during a HER experiment, while Mn atoms
will keep their 2+ oxidation state.
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